September 12, 2009

MESSAGE OF SOLIDARITY ON THE CUBAN FIVE

The Cordillera Peoples Alliance (CPA) extends its solidarity with the Cuban people in their movement for the freedom of the Cuban 5 and joins millions of people worldwide in condemning US global terrorism in the unjust imprisonment of the five Cuban anti-terrorists for 11 years. We salute the families of the Cuban Five and our Cuban brothers and sisters in pursuing all efforts for the unconditional release and freedom of the Cuban Five.

Marking the 11th year of inhuman treatment and illegal imprisonment of the Cuban 5, this day we are again reminded of the true terrorist, Number 1 Terrorist US Imperialist! The Cuban Five are NOT terrorists. They are Anti-Terrorists who aimed at saving the lives of thousands of their Cuban brothers and sisters. Under the guise of global anti-terrorism campaign, the torture and unjust imprisonment of the Cuban 5 for 11 years manifests the standard operating procedure of US imperialism in dealing with sovereign States and peoples, like Cuba, who resist US global terrorism and plunder. US imperialist terrorism also applies in their puppet states like the Philippines especially the current puppet, terrorist, and corrupt US-Arroyo regime.

The Cordillera peoples are with you in spirit and solidarity for the freedom of the Cuban Five. Your struggle against US terrorism is also our struggle against US imperialism. We add our voice to the global call for the immediate and unconditional release of the Cuban Five and the US imperialist government is held accountable.

Down with US Imperialism!
Free the Cuban Five!
Long Live International Solidarity!
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